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Lecture 8: Entry, Exit, Preemption, and Cannibalization in
Retail Industries

1. Holmes (ECMA, 2011):
The diffusion of Walmart and economies of density

2. Igami and Yang (QE, 2016):
Cannibalization and preemptive entry of hamburger chains in Canada
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Holmes (2011): The Diffusion of Walmart and Economies of
Density

Motivation

• For a retail chain, what is the optimal location of its new stores?

• Tradeoff between cannibalization and economies of density.

• Cannibalization: A proportion of customers for the new stores may
come from the chain’s pre-existing stores.

- This increases with proximity to pre-existing stores.

• Economies of density: Given a number of stores, there are costs
savings with the density (proximity) between stores.
– Logistics of deliveries and inventories: – Save on trucking costs;
Facilitates just-in-time inventory approach
– Management: Single regional manager; Flexibility in labor relocation
...
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Holmes (2011): The Diffusion of Walmart and Economies of
Density

Motivation [2]

• The main purpose of this paper is to identify the magnitude of
economies of density for Walmart.

• Why is this and important economic question?

♦ Understand the patterns of geographic diffusion of a new
business format [using the largest retail chain in US].

♦ Antitrust: To measure some costs of divesting Walmart.

♦ Understand the (increasing) agglomeration of economic activity.
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Holmes (2011): The Diffusion of Walmart and Economies of
Density

Empirical Strategy

• First, measure cannibalization effects from the estimation of a
consumer demand system for the choice of department store.

• Second, measure Walmart’s costs (variable, fixed, and entry costs) and
the impact of economies of density in these costs from the estimation of a
dynamic structural model of market entry and store location
decisions.

• Revealed preference approach.
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Holmes (2011): The Diffusion of Walmart and Economies of
Density

Data

• Geographic location and opening date of every Walmart store and
every Walmart distribution center: 1962-2005.

• Store-level data from year 2005 (Source: AC Nielsen): Annual Sales;
Employment; Store Size.

• Firm-level data. Annual Reports. Annual sales.

• Population census demographics at the census block level: Population
density; Per capita income; Age distribution; Ethnic composition.

• Wages (at the county level) and rents.
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Holmes (2011): The Diffusion of Walmart and Economies of
Density

Data [2]

• The 2006 annual report also provides a Walmart’s own estimate of
cannibalization effects

"As we continue to add new stores in the United States, we
do so with an understanding that additional stores may take
sales away from existing units. We estimate that in fiscal years
2004, 2003, 2002 sales of pre-existing stores were negatively
impacted by the opening of new stores by approximately 1%"
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Holmes (2011): The Diffusion of Walmart and Economies of
Density
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Holmes (2011): The Diffusion of Walmart and Economies of
Density
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Holmes (2011): The Diffusion of Walmart and Economies of
Density

Model: Consumer Demand

• Consumers are distributed geographically in L locations (census blocks)
indexed by `.

• H`t = # consumers living in location ` at period t. Located at the
centroid of the block.

• Consumers by two types of product categories: groceries (gro), and
general merchandises (gen).

• Each consumer expends (in $) λgro and λgen in these product categories.

• A consumer chooses where to purchase these two products.

• This discrete choice is modeled as a Nested Logit demand model.
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Holmes (2011): The Diffusion of Walmart and Economies of
Density

Model: Nested Logit Demand Model

• The set of choice alternative for consumers in (`, t) are:
- All Walmarts within 25 miles of block `. (indexed by j)
- An outside composite choice that represents all the other retail

alternatives (j = 0).

• Utility for consumer i if choosing the outside alternative:

ui0`t = γ0 + γ1 ln(m`t ) + γ′z z`t + ε
(1)
i0`t

• Utility for consumer i if choosing the Walmart store j :

uij`t = γd distance (`, j) + γ′x xj + ε
(1)
i`t + (1− σ) ε

(2)
ij`t

• m`t represents population density within 5 mile radius. The utility from
the outside alternative increases with density.

• Note: no prices.
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Holmes (2011): The Diffusion of Walmart and Economies of
Density

Model: Aggregate demand and revenue

• Walmart stores can be regular (only general merchandise) or
supercenters (also groceries).

• Aggregate revenue Walmart regular store if located in :

Rjt = R
gen
jt = ∑

`∈B (j)
H`t λgen sgenj`t

• Aggregate revenue for Walmart supercenter store j :

Rjt = R
gen
jt + Rgrojt = ∑

`∈B (j)
H`t

[
λgen sgenj`t + λgro sgroj`t

]
sgenj`t and s

gro
j`t are the market shares of store j for consumers living in `.

• These market shares capture the cannibalization effect: they decline
with the density of Walmart stores in the region.
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Holmes (2011): The Diffusion of Walmart and Economies of
Density

Model: Variable Profit

• Variable profit of a store if located in `:

VP`t = (µ− υLabor w`t − υLand r`t ) R
gen
`t

µ, υLabor , and υLand are parameters.
w`t = average retail wage in the county.
r`t = average commercial rent in the county.

• The term µ− υLabor w`t − υLand r`t the price-cost margin. It is based
on two assumptions:

- Constant proportions (Leontief) technology in Labor and Land:
υLabor and υLand are the intensities of these inputs.

- Walmart’s average price is the same in every market.

• Note: No economies of density in variables costs.
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Holmes (2011): The Diffusion of Walmart and Economies of
Density

Model: Fixed Costs & Economies of Density

• The fixed cost of store has two components:

FC`t = f`t + τ dDC`t

• f`t : exogenous fixed and does not depend on economies of scope:

f`t = ω0 +ω1 ln (m`t ) +ω2 ln (m`t )
2

• τ dDC`t is the distribution cost and it depends on dDC`t = Distance to the
nearest distribution center.
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Holmes (2011): The Diffusion of Walmart and Economies of
Density

Model: Fixed Costs & Economies of Scale

• We should expect a component of the fixed cost to depend on the
number of stores.

• This component is implicit in all the analysis of this paper. However, the
paper does not study, specifies, or estimate economies of scale.

• We will see later how the estimation approach avoids dealing with
(dis)economies of scale in the total number of stores.
paper avoids
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Holmes (2011): The Diffusion of Walmart and Economies of
Density

Model: Entry and Store Location Decisions

• Let ag`t ∈ {0, 1} = indicator "Walmart has store type g in block ` at t".
Every period t, Walmart decides at to maximize its expected intertemporal
value:

Et

(
T

∑
s=0

βs

[
L

∑
`=0

agen`t Πgen
`t + a

gro
`t Πgro

`t

])
• Store opening decisions are irreversible (very large exit cost). This is
the only source of dynamics in this model. Therefore, a key restriction is:

at ≥ at−1

• Walmart’s strategy is a function σ such that (zt is the vector with
exogenous location characteristics):

at = σ (at−1, zt )

such that σ maximizes the Walmart’s value at any state (at−1, zt ).
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Holmes (2011): The Diffusion of Walmart and Economies of
Density

Model: Dimensionality of the Problem

• The dimension of the set of at−1 —both the state space and the action
space — is 2L, where L ' 11 million is the number of census blocks in US:
2L ' 101,000,000.

• Solving exactly this DP problem is impractical.

• The irreversibility of the entry decisions implies that we cannot use
"finite dependence properties" of some DP problems that generate
optimality conditions involving profits at a small number of period (e.g.,
two consecutive periods).

• Holmes uses Monte Carlo simulation methods to approximate the Value
of Walmart, Vσ, under the actual σ observed in the data (σobs ) and under
some hypothetical / counterfactual σ’s (σ∗). Then, he uses the
inequalities:

Vσ,obs ≥ Vσ∗

to estimate the structural parameters in costs.
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Holmes (2011): The Diffusion of Walmart and Economies of
Density

Estimated Demand Parameters
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Holmes (2011): The Diffusion of Walmart and Economies of
Density

Estimated Demand: Parameter estimates

• Outside good is better in more dense areas.

• Utility decreases in distance traveled to a Walmart.

• See Table in next slide for the magnitude of the effects of Distance and
Pop density.

• Non-linearity of the effect of distance: from 5 to 10 miles.

• Estimates of λgen and λgen can be compared to aggregate statistics from
national consumer surveys.

In 2005, $1, 800 per capita in general merchandise stores (NAICS 452)
In 2005, $1, 800 per capita in food & beverages stores (NAICS 445).
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Holmes (2011): The Diffusion of Walmart and Economies of
Density

Effect of "Distance to Closest Walmart" & "Pop Dens"

* Benchmark (Distance = 0 and Density = 1): Rural household besides a Walmart store.
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Holmes (2011): The Diffusion of Walmart and Economies of
Density

Estimated Demand: Implied Cannibalization

• Calculate what sales would be in a particular year for preexisting stores if
no new stores were opened in the year: Ŝalest (without new stores).

• Calculate predicted sales to preexisting stores when the new store
openings for the particular year take place: Ŝalest (with actual new stores).

• Define:

Cannibalization Ratet = 100*
Ŝalest (without new stores)

Ŝalest (with actual new stores)

• The estimate demand model (unrestricted) does a good job in
generating cannibalization rates close to Walmart’s self-reported 1%.

• By Revealed Preference, the larger the Cann. rate Walmart is willing to
tolerate, the larger the estimated Econ of Density. To get a lower bound
on Econ. Dens., Holmes restricts Cann. Rate = 1% in 2005.
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Holmes (2011): The Diffusion of Walmart and Economies of
Density

Cannibalization from Estimated Demand
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Holmes (2011): The Diffusion of Walmart and Economies of
Density

Incremental sales of each new store

• Given the estimated demand, we can measure the (counterfactual)
incremental revenue generated by each new store j (opened at period
t), ∆R∗jt :

∆R∗jt ≡ [Total annual revenue of Walmart at t with opening of j ]

−[Total annual revenue of Walmart at t if j had not been opened]
• We can also obtain the (counterfactual) incremental sales if the new
store were a stand-alone operation (no other Walmart stores in the
vicinity): ∆Ralonejt .

• Cannibalization implies that ∆Ralonejt ≥ ∆R∗jt . The difference:

∆Ralonejt − ∆R∗jt = $41.4M − $36.3M ' $5.1M

informs about the magnitude of economies of density.

• Note: $5.1/$41.4 = 12%. This is not inconsistent with the 1% Cann
rate (see paragraph on page 275).
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Holmes (2011): The Diffusion of Walmart and Economies of
Density
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Holmes (2011): The Diffusion of Walmart and Economies of
Density

Estimation of Fixed Cost Parameters from Dyn. Model

• The remaining parameters to estimate are the fixed cost parameters:
ω0, ω1, and τ.

• Holmes uses a moment inequality approach.

• Let θ = (1,ω0, ω1, τ)′. The intertemporal value of Walmart at period t
(under the observed actions σobs ) is:

xσobs
t θ + ησobs

t

where xσ
t is a vector of present values.

• We can construct this present values under alternative actions (policies)
different to the observed ones. Let σ be this alternative policy, with value
xσ
t θ + ησ

t .
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Holmes (2011): The Diffusion of Walmart and Economies of
Density

Estimation of Fixed Cost Parameters [2]

• Optimality implies that for any σ :[
xσobs
t − xσ

t

]
θ + ησobs

t − ησobs
t ≥ 0

• And the following moment inequalities. For any vector of function of the
state variables h(at−1, zt ) that is positive valued:

E
(
h(at−1, zt )

[
xσobs
t − xσ

t

]
θ
)
≥ 0

• Given K of these instruments and S alternative policies σ, the estimator
is:

θ̂ = argmin
θ

K

∑
k=1

S

∑
s=1

min
{
0 ; hk (at−1, zt )

[
xσobs
t − xσs

t
]

θ
}2
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Holmes (2011): The Diffusion of Walmart and Economies of
Density

Selection of Deviation Policies sigma

• For this model, approximating the present values xσs
t is computationally

very costly.

• It is feasible to implement only very few alternative policies σs .
Therefore, it is important to "design" these alternative policies in a way
that they can be as informative as possible about the structural
parameters ω0, ω1, and τ.

• Holmes considers the following deviation σs .

• Restrict attention to pairwise resequencing: opening dates of pairs of
stores are reordered.

* If store number 1 actually opened in 1962 and number 2 opened in
1964, a pairwise resequencing would be to open store number 2 in 1962,
store number 1 in 1964, leaving everything else the same.
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Holmes (2011): The Diffusion of Walmart and Economies of
Density

Selection of Deviation Policies sigma [2]

• Holmes consider 12 deviations σs that belong to three different "groups"
—according to the intuition for the target identification

Store density decreasing; Store density increasing; Population density
changing

• “Store density decreasing” deviations.
- Actual choice: at some early time period (t) there was a new store

(j) near the pre-existing stores; at a later period (t ′) there was a store
opening (j ′) that at period t would have been far away from the cluster of
preexisting store.

Deviation: swap the opening of j and j ′: that is, j ′ is opened at
period t, and j is opened at period t ′.

• This deviation reduces the density of Walmart stores between periods t
and t ′.
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Holmes (2011): The Diffusion of Walmart and Economies of
Density

Estimation Dynamic Model: Alternative Policies
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Holmes (2011): The Diffusion of Walmart and Economies of
Density

Estimation Dynamic: Distribution Costs
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Holmes (2011): The Diffusion of Walmart and Economies of
Density

Estimation Dynamic: Distribution Costs [2]

• Baseline estimate of τ = $3, 500 per mile, store, and year.

• If all 5,000 Walmart stores were each 100 miles farther from their
distribution centers, Walmart’s costs would increase by almost $2 billion
per year.

• Based on information on trucking costs (and back of the envelope
calculation), Holmes estimate that this τ = $3, 500 is approximately four
times as large as the savings in trucking costs alone.

• Holmes interprets the additional component of τ as coming from the
value of just-in-time inventory management (flexibility to respond to
demand shocks), and managerial economies of density.
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Holmes (2011): The Diffusion of Walmart and Economies of
Density

Summary & Conclusions

• Estimates of this paper show that public policies that would substantially
constrain Walmart’s store density would result in significant cost increases.

• The analysis does not take explicit account of the location of competitors
but it is very implausible that competition explains Walmart’s geographic
pattern of expansion: Kmart, the leader in the 1970s and 80s ...

• More interestingly, the analysis ignores Walmart’s preemption motive.
This may play a role in Walmart’s pattern of geographic expansion.
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